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Argus White Paper:

Argus launches iron ore
concentrate premiums

Argus earlier this month broadened its iron ore price coverage with the addition of iron ore concentrates. Two new
weekly prices, for Australian and Ukrainian origin material, are published as differentials to the Argus 65pc Fe fines
index. This white paper discusses the market need for launching these new indexes.
The iron ore market’s march to increasing transparency began in
fines and expanded to lump and pellet. Yet some segments have
been relatively untouched, including concentrates. As China’s
appetite for premium ore rises, so too does demand for new price
references.

China’s imports of iron ore: concentrate imports by origin

Concentrates form only around 10pc of China’s seaborne iron ore
demand but this share is growing. Since 2015 concentrate imports
have increased by more than a third, compared with an 11pc gain
for iron ore in general (see chart, bottom). This trend is driven
by the changing buying habits of China’s larger coastal mills
producing higher grade steel, whose buying habits are starting to
resemble those of their Japanese and South Korean counterparts.
This tendency is accelerating as a result of rising environmental
concerns and, more recently, changing post-Covid-19 trade flows.
So the concentrate market finds itself with increasing demand
from China, rising availability of supply and with it rising relevance
for cfr China pricing.
Why the delay?
Pricing concentrate has historically posed a challenge for price
reporting agencies. The market has been a relatively small size
compared with, for example, seaborne fines (see chart). Liquidity
issues become more acute when looking only at the spot market
that is used to generate price references.

China’s import of iron ore concentrate

million tonnes

The market is also fragmented by origin (see chart, above), making
it difficult to establish a “benchmark” reference. While over 80pc
of fines originate in Australia or Brazil, concentrate is imported into
China from a far wider range of origins and different types of ore
body, such as hematite and magnetite.
Further complicating matters the concentrate market is also
fragmented in terms of use, coming in a pellet feed and a sinter
feed variety.
Spot supply surge
The gradual rise in China’s imports of concentrate has been
turbocharged by recent events. This year’s Covid-19 pandemic has
led to sharp curbs to steel output outside of China. Mills in the rest
of the world (ROW) booked a 28pc fall in April output against a year
earlier, including a 65pc fall in India and a drop of 23pc in the EU,
CIS and Japan.
This has left pre-Covid-19 orders for steel-producing ingredients
in much of the world surplus to requirements, just as China raised
steel output to near record levels. Much of the ores previously
allocated to ROW mills were “high grade”, including concentrate
and pellet. China is estimated to be soaking up excess ore supplies
of around 4mn-5mn t/month.
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Concentrate markets have historically lacked fixed price spot
liquidity. But with concentrate pitching up in the Chinese spot
market with increasing frequency and consistency, this has created
the sort of type of spot trade that can be used to underpin price
assessments.
Floating not fixed?
Seaborne concentrate is rarely bid, offered or traded on the fixed
price basis that is typically used to generate a price index. Fixed
price indexes for concentrates have had few deals to underpin them
and seen limited uptake by potential users.
Instead the market typically trades concentrate on a floating basis,
with a premium or a discount against an index. The index of choice
has increasingly become the 65pc Fe iron ore high-grade fines
index, which follows relatively similar dynamics to concentrate.
But differentials to the 65pc fines index can be volatile, sometimes
even inverting from a premium to a discount (see chart, below).
Absent of usable fixed price values, these highly variable
differentials themselves are indicators of value for the products.

A revitalised high-grade space
An ecosystem has been being built around high-grade fines indexes
for several years, as increasing numbers of products such as pellet
and concentrate have migrated from 62pc references.
Higher grade products sit naturally with a high-grade fines reference
and accompanying value-in-use adjustments and fixed price
liquidity for high-grade indexes has surged over the same period.
The concentrate premium added to our coverage adds another leg
to the growing high-grade ecosystem. The Argus 65pc index itself is
seeing increased use in long-term supply contracts of IOCJ fines.
The high-grade fines index largely relies on one high-grade fines
product, currently in short supply because of the impact of Covid-19
on Brazilian mining operations. As such premiums against it look
set to remain volatile.
The new concentrate premiums from Argus offer a new way to track
this part of the market.

It is these differentials Argus has started to price.

Argus concentrate premiums February - June 2020

Argus Ferrous Markets
Global ferrous metal prices, daily news and analysis
for physical and financial contracts, including:
▸ 25 daily iron ore prices
▸ 32 daily coking coal and coke prices
▸ 13 international scrap prices
▸ 17 daily finished steel prices
For more information, please contact:
marketingsg@argusmedia.com
Argus to start with is publishing weekly premiums for the most
liquid spot market products — one for Australian concentrate, the
other for Ukrainian material (specifications below).
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